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ABSTRACT Device-to-device (D2D) communication has been increasingly attractive due to its great
potential to improve cellular communication performance. While resource allocation optimization for
improving the spectrum efficiency is of interest in the D2D-related work, communication security, as a
key issue in the system design, has not been well investigated yet. Recently, a few studies have shown that
D2D users can actually serve as friendly jammers to help enhance the security of cellular user communication
against eavesdropping attacks. However, only a few studies considered the security of D2D communications.
In this paper, we consider the secure resource allocation problem, particularly, how to assign resources to
cellular and the D2D users to maximize the system security. To solve this problem, we propose an extensive
game-based algorithm aiming at strengthening the security of both cellular and the D2D communications via
system resource allocation. Finally, the simulation results show that the proposedmethod is able to efficiently
improve the overall system security when compared to existing studies.

INDEX TERMS D2D communication, extensive game, secrecy capacity, security, resource allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION
For a past decade, the cellular communication has gained
more popularity and it still attracts increasing attention
nowadays. New technologies and applications are demanded
to support content distribution, video streaming, relaying,
cellular offloading and much more [1]. These technologies
require low energy consumption, efficient spectrum usage
and high throughput. Device-to-device (D2D) communica-
tions, which enable direct communications between pairs of
devices within certain physical distances, has been recog-
nized as a promising solution to improve spectrum efficiency
and network throughput [1], [2].

Although introducing D2D communications into cellu-
lar network is beneficial [3], it also brings many security
challenges to the network and the users. First, the security
management in D2D communications may be completely
distributed when the Base Station (BS) is not involved, lead-
ing to a high communication and management overhead [4].
Second, compared to standalone cellular communications,
mobile users involved in D2D communications may have
very limited capacity for security related computations [5].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Christian Esposito.

As a result, conventional cryptographic based solutions can-
not be applied directly due to their heavy computational costs
and lightweight security solutions are required. However,
in the past few years, security in D2D communications has
not been studied extensively.

Recently, a few studies have been proposed to utilize phys-
ical layer interference to protect the cellular communications
against eavesdropping attacks, in which one or multiple mali-
cious users aim to collect private information transmitted
between legitimate users by listening to their communication
channels [5], [6]. The interference issue introduced by the
resource sharing between Cellular Users (CUs) and D2D
Users (DUs) has already attracted attentions inmany previous
studies [7]–[14]. However, most prior works assumed such
interference to be harmful, as it would affect cellular com-
munications and reduce the link budget. Nevertheless, from
the aspect of the physical layer security, creating additional
interference in the channel by allowing DUs to access the
cellular band will also disturb malicious eavesdroppers from
listening to the channel [15]. As a result, a secure non-zero
rate transmission between legitimate users can be ensured
by means of analyzing and adjusting physical parameters
of wireless channels among mobile users, without involving
heavy cryptographic computations.
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For this line of research, the key problem is to allocate
radio resources among DUs and CUs so that the interfer-
ence is managed in a way that the physical layer security
level is maximized [15]–[17]. Specifically, the security level
is quantified as Secrecy Capacity (SC), which is defined
as the maximum rate of trustworthy data to be transmit-
ted in the cellular channel in the presence of malicious
eavesdroppers [18]–[20]. Among the limited prior works
along this research direction [15]–[17] , most of them only
considered DUs as friendly jammers that help CUs to achieve
their maximum SC. However, the SC of these DUs was not
considered in the optimization formulation. In addition, most
of these studies assumed the BS to perform all computation
for allocating resources for CUs and DUs, which would be
time-consuming and computationally heavy.

In this work, we aim to ensure the efficient communication
security for both cellular users and D2D underlay commu-
nications in a cooperative way. Our main contributions are
summarized as follows.
1. In the proposed algorithm, the SC of both DUs and

CUs has been considered, leading to an increase of the
system overall security. Specifically, this work models
the resource allocation problem as an optimization prob-
lem, which aims to maximize the SC of both CUs and
DUs. The proposed optimization problem is resolved by
designing an extensive game between CUs and DUs.

2. This extensive game allows users to concurrently make
their own matching decisions in a distributed way with
minimum involvement of the BS.Moreover, by avoiding
repetitive attempts to match the same pair of CUs and
DUs, and having successfully matched users exit the
game, the proposed game achieves high efficiency in
matching, leading to low computation and communica-
tion overheads.

3. Comprehensive experiments have been designed and
conducted. Four different resource allocation algorithms
are compared with the proposed one. Experiment results
show that the proposed algorithm consistently achieves
higher total secrecy capacity and less number of match-
ing iterations.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we mainly discuss related works in two cate-
gories: resource allocation and physical layer security.

A. RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In this line of research, existing studies mainly focus on
resource optimization and ignore the security aspect. There-
fore, they treat interference caused by D2D as a nega-
tive factor and aim to minimize the interference between
CUs and DUs in their models. For example, the authors
in [8] propose an interference graph-based resource alloca-
tion (InGRA) method, which solves the NP-hard matching
problem within polynomial time by adopting the interfer-
ence level as the weight of graph edges between CUs and
DUs. In [9], the authors propose to allocate resources through

an auction game, where the cellular channels and DUs are
considered as bidders and goods respectively. The results
show positive dynamics in system throughput. Other studies
are also proposed with different assumptions. For exam-
ple, in [21], the authors propose a Graph based Two-step
Resource Allocation (GTRA) algorithm in the scenario of full
duplex (FD) mode. In [22], the authors investigate resource
allocation in D2D underlay communications with Rayleigh
fading channels by assuming that only the statistical channel
state information (CSI) is known. Their proposed solution,
based on Hungarian algorithm, tends to maximize the ergodic
sum rates under transmitting power and outage constraints.

These works inspire us to leverage bipartite graph match-
ing to model the resource allocation problem, however,
their major goal is to improve system performance, such
as spectrum efficiency, throughput and transmitting power
efficiency, etc., by minimizing interference introduced by
D2D underlay communications. Different from these works,
our proposedworkmainly aims tomaximize legitimate users’
(including both CUs and DUs) secrecy capacity by utilizing
such interference.

B. PHYSICAL LAYER SECURITY
With the concept of wiretap channel first proposed
in [20], where the authors prove that wiretap channel
can be another version of the main channel to facili-
tate two users to communicate securely without the need
of private key exchanges, many physical layer security
studies [6], [15]–[17], [20], [23]–[27] have been proposed to
not decreasing the interference between cellular and D2D
users but, on the contrary, using it to mitigate the negative
impact of eavesdropper. In particular, the concept of SC
is also first introduced in [20]. Then many studies have
been proposed to improve CUs’ SC by considering DUs as
friendly jammers. For example, [23] aims to improve the SC
of CUs by modeling the matching between CUs and DUs
as a weighted bipartite graph and addressing it through the
Kuhn-Munkres (KM) algorithm. In [26], the authors also
propose to improve the SC of CUs by matching them with
DUs while considering the trade-off between the power
consumption and security. In [27] authors consider a scenario
of a dynamic spectrum overlay, where they improve security
performance of primary users (may be treated as CUs) against
malicious eavesdropping with the help of friendly jamming
from secondary users (may be treated as DUs) in form of
Stackelberg game model.

Very recently, two studies have been proposed to consider
the security of both CUs and DUs. In [25], the authors aim
to maximize the secure transmission rate for both CUs and
DUs. However, their proposed scheme can match at most
one pair in each iteration, leading to high iteration num-
ber and long convergence time. The authors in [24] aim
to maximize the SC of both CUs and DUs in heteroge-
neous networks, which consist of high-power nodes (HPN)
and low-power nodes (LPN). However, their application
scenario (i.e. the heterogeneous networks) is very specific.
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Different from [24], [25], in this work, we propose to have
CUs and DUs form cooperation groups in a regular cellu-
lar network in a completely distributed way with minimum
involvement of the BS. In addition, the proposed scheme
is carefully designed to minimize the number of matching
iterations to achieve high efficiency.

Among other physical layer security papers, few recent
works [28], [29] proposed methods to solve the sum secrecy
rate maximization (SSRM) problem in presence of the mali-
cious eavesdropper. In [28], authors consider a scenario
of a multiple-input multiple-output multiple-eavesdropper
(MIMOME) wiretap channel with artificial noise and D2D
underlay communication. Their proposed method solves
the SSRM problem with QoS constraints guarantee. Fur-
ther in [29], these authors changed their initial scenario to
multiple-input single-output (MISO) with multiple selective
eavesdropper. They used successive convex approximation
method to maximize the worst-case minimum secrecy rate.

As a summary, these studies discussed above show that
regardless of different system model assumptions, proper
resource allocation between CUs and DUs can significantly
improve the total cellular network performance and security.
But as more constraints are considered in the optimization
problem, it often requires much higher computational com-
plexity to solve the problem. In this work, we propose an
extensive game based scheme that maximizes the system
overall SC in a distributed way with high efficiency.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider a single-cell wireless network
where the BS is equipped with N antennas, and serves N
CUs using N orthogonal channels via zero-forcing beam-
forming.1 In this network, there are M pairs of DUs, which
can access the BS via the uplink transmissions/channels in the
underlay mode, and a malicious eavesdropper that overhears
information in all channels [23], [25], as shown in Figure 1.
Please note that for convenience purpose, we use one DU
to indicate a pair of D2D users (i.e. one transmitter and
one receiver). In this paper, we assume block-fading chan-
nels for all the users, including the eavesdropper, where the
channel-state information (CSI) remains constant within a
coherent block/slot within some time. Moreover, the CSI of
all the users is available at the BS [23].

In the cellular network, since the uplink transmission is
less loaded than the downlink transmission, sharing uplink
channels with D2D users is widely assumed, e.g., [23], [25].
Also, in this paper, we assume that each user, including
CUs, DUs and the eavesdropper, is equipped with a single
antenna, e.g., [23]. If the users are equipped with multiple
antennas as well, then the resulting analysis would be much
complicated as multiplexing in the spatial domain can also be

1If the number of CUs is less than N , the analysis made in this paper still
applies in a similar manner but the effective channel from each CU to the BS
would become a vector rather than a scalar

FIGURE 1. System model representation.

exploited. In addition, allowing each CU to share its uplink
channels with multiple DUs, and thus serving more DUs
might increase the sum-throughput of the system. However,
it introduces extra interference to cellular uplink communi-
cations and other D2D communications. Thus, in this paper,
we assume only one-to-one matching between CUs and DUs,
meaning that a CU shares its uplink channel with no more
than one DU, and also one DU cannot access multiple CUs
uplink channels at every time.2

The malicious eavesdropper tends to retrieve sensitive data
from one or multiple users in the network, including both
CUs and DUs. However, legitimate users do not know the
exact target of the eavesdropper. This leads to the worst case
scenario, where all users have to consider the possibility
of eavesdropper listening to their channels for the security
purpose.3 Also, if the eavesdropper is active and listens to
any channel, the BS can detect its location and then share such
information with all the other users in the system.

Next, we show the channel models and rate expressions
that are used in this paper. We denote CUs, DUs and the
eavesdropper as Ui, Dj and E , respectively, where i =
1, 2, . . . ,N and j = 1, 2, . . . ,M . In addition, the transmit
power of Ui and Dj is denoted by PUi and PDj , respec-
tively. Moreover, for the D2D pair Dj, we use Dt,j and Dr,j
to represent its transmitter and receiver, respectively. Note

2In fact, the analysis made in this paper can be extended to address
the multiple-to-multiple matching problem by allowing unmatched DUs to
continue proposing to CUs that have already been successfully matched.
However, determining the optimal combinations of multiple DUs to share
the same channel may lead to significantly higher computational complexity.
Therefore, we leave this problem to our future work

3In the case that multiple eavesdroppers are present and without collab-
oration with one another, the problem can be decoupled into multiple inde-
pendent sub-problems where in each sub-problem only one eavesdropper is
present. Then the overall system SC is the sum of that of each user, which is
the minimum SC against different eavesdroppers
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that when the BS with N antennas serves N CUs simulta-
neously via zero-forcing beamforming to form N parallel
interference-free channels, the resulting effective CSI, repre-
sented by h, for each user is a scalar, which can be calculated
by the product of the actual 1 × N channel vector and the
N × 1 beamforming vector. In this paper, we assume that
each effective channel h follows the Rayleigh fading, i.e., h ∼
CN (0, d−α/2), where d represents the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver, and α represents the propagation
path-loss factor.

For a CU that does not share its spectrum with any DU, its
channel capacity is given by:

CUi = log2(1+ SNRUi,B)= log2

(
1+
|hUi,B|

2PUi
σ 2

)
, (1)

where |hUi,B|
2 is the channel gain from CU Ui to the BS and

σ 2 is the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise. If the
malicious eavesdropper E listens to a cellular userUi’s uplink
channel, then the regular wiretap channel’s capacity is:

CE
Ui = log2

(
1+
|hUi,E |

2PUi
σ 2

)
, (2)

where |hUi,E |
2 is the channel gain from CU Ui to eavesdrop-

per E .
Finally, we introduce the channel secrecy capacity (SC)

calculation as follows. Specifically, for a CU who does not
share its channel with any DU, the SC can be computed
as [23]

SCUi = [CUi − C
E
Ui ]
+
=

[
log2

(
1+
|hUi,B|

2PUi
σ 2

)
− log2

(
1+
|hUi,E |

2PUi
σ 2

)]+
, (3)

where [·]+ , max(·, 0). On the other hand, when a DU Dj
shares the channel of CUUi, it helps the CUUi to increase its
SC by generating extra interference to eavesdropper. Because
of treating this extra interference as noises, e.g., [21]–[25],
we obtain the following SC for Ui:

SCUi,Dj =

[
log2

(
1+

|hUi,B|
2PUi

σ 2 + |hDt,j,B|2PDj

)

− log2

(
1+

|hUi,E |
2PUi

σ 2+|hDt,j,E |2PDj

)]+
, (4)

where |hDt,j,B|
2 and |hDt,j,E |

2 are the channel gains from Dj
transmitter to the BS and to the eavesdropper E , respectively.
Additionally, based on the chosen channel after the matching
process [25], the SC for Dj can be calculated as:

SCDj,Ui =

[
log2

(
1+

|hDt,j,r |
2PDj

σ 2 + |hUi,Dr,j |2PUi

)

− log2

(
1+

|hDt,j,E |
2PDj

σ 2 + |hUi,E |2PUi

)]+
, (5)

where |hDt,j,r |
2 is the channel gain for the D2D, fromDt,j (i.e.

the transmitter) to Dr,j (i.e. the receiver), and |hUi,Dr,j |
2 is the

channel gain from CU Ui to Dr,j.

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We define an N × M matrix K = [ki,j], i = 1, 2, . . . ,N ,
j = 1, 2, . . . ,M , where ki,j is a binary value indicating
whether Ui is matched with Dj. We set ki,j = 1 if Ui and Dj
are matched to share the same channel, or ki,j = 0 otherwise.
Then we formulate the problem of resource allocation as the
maximization of the total system SC:

max
K

N∑
i=1

ki,j(SCUi,Dj + SCDj,Ui )+ (1− ki,j)SCUi ,

s.t.



N∑
i=1

ki,j ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,

M∑
j=1

ki,j ≤ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ M ,

ki,j ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ j ≤ M .

(6)

The first constraint
N∑
i=1

ki,j ≤ 1 indicates that each CU can

only share its channel with no more than one DU. Similarly,

the second constraint
M∑
j=1

ki,j ≤ 1 indicates that each DU can

only join no more than one CU’s channel at a certain time.
This maximization problem can be solved in a centralized

way (i.e. at the BS side). However, as this problem is NP-
hard [25], the centralized approach will cause heavy compu-
tation at the BS side. Therefore, we propose to approximate
the original problem by having each individual CU and DU
maximize their own SC through an extensive game matching
process. In particular, as we assume the BS knows the CSI
of all users, it will share the information with related CUs
and DUs. That means, each CU can calculate its own SC
for matching with any specific DU. Similarly, each DU can
calculate its own SC for matching with any specific CU.With
such information, CUs and DUs will be able to launch the
proposed matching process in a distributed way.

IV. AN EXTENSIVE GAME BASED RESOURCE
ALLOCATION OPTIMIZATION
To address the maximization problem discussed above, in this
section, we further formulate it as a matching problem in
a bipartite graph. In addition, we propose to resolve the
problem by launching an extensive game between CUs and
DUs in the system.

A. CONSTRUCTING A BIPARTITE GRAPH
The bipartite graph is a graph consisting of two sets of ver-
tices, where edges only exist between two vertices from dif-
ferent sets. Particularly in our problem, as shown in Figure 2,
we consider two different sets containing cellular users and
D2D users separately, and aim to find the best matches
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FIGURE 2. Bipartite graph representation.

between these two sets so that the overall system SC can be
maximized.

In particular, let us have a set U containing all the CUs
such that Ui ∈ U, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N , and a set D containing
all the DUs such that Dj ∈ D, j = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Then a
bipartite graph is created with vertices from set U and set D.
As illustrated in Figure 2, if a cellular userUi shares its uplink
channel with a D2D user Dj, there will be an edge between
these two vertices. Recall that we have defined an N × M
matrix binary K = [ki,j], i = 1, 2, . . . ,N , j = 1, 2, . . . ,M ,
to indicate whether a specific edge exists between any two
vertices. This bipartite graph will have N ∗ M edges at
maximum. If channel is shared between specific Ui and Dj
(solid line), the corresponding ki,j equals to 1, otherwise,
the edge represents the possible connection for 2 specific
users (dashed line) and in that case ki,j equals to 0.

B. AN EXTENSIVE GAME BETWEEN CELLULAR USERS
AND D2D USERS
To address the best matching problem in the bipartite graph
discussed above, we introduce an extensive game based
matching strategy between CUs and DUs. Different from
the classic strategic game, which often underestimates the
sequential order of players’ actions, the extensive game
explicitly takes the sequential structure of players’ decision
making process into considerations [30] and thus allows us
to study the cases where each player’s decision can change
along the events when other players’ actions change.

In particular, the simplest extensive game involves two
players, both of whom have their own interests/preferences
(i.e. payoff) and interact with each other in multiple rounds
(i.e. time points). At each time point, only one player needs
to make an action. For both of the two players, if the payoff
of performing an action is higher than that of performing any
of all other actions, this action will be chosen and performed.
Different from the classic strategic game, the players in an
extensive game may have different orders to perform actions,
and each of their actions may influence the other one’s later
actions, leading to different possible action sequences. There-
fore, we need to specify the set of all sequences of actions that

can possibly occur, as well as the player who performs an
action at each time point in each sequence (i.e. the orders of
actions). The game will reach the Nash equilibrium if none of
these two players can perform another action, other than the
one chosen, to further increase his/her payoff when the other
player does not change his/her action.

In our problem, in order to find the best matches between
CUs and DUs, we propose to design an extensive game
among all the cellular and D2D users. Specifically, we pro-
pose to have the D2D users initiate the game as they are
eager to share the celluar channels. Therefore, at the first
time point, each DU hasN different action options as request-
ing for channel access fromU1,U2,U3, . . .UN , respectively.
To simply explain the game design, we use an arbitrary pair
of CU (i.e. Ui) and DU (i.e. Dj) as an example to discuss the
game process between them, as shown in Figure 3. Please
note that the similar process may occur between any pairs of
CU and DU at the same or different time points. To focus only
on the interactions between Dj and Ui, we simply consider
Dj’s possible actions as either sending request to Ui or not
(i.e. sending request to any other CUs). Among different
action options,Dj will take the action with the highest payoff.
Assuming that if sharing the channel of Ui would bring the
highest payoff for Dj, consequently Dj will take the action as
sending request to Ui. Then at the next time point, Ui needs
to decide whether to accept the request fromDj or not. Please
note that at this time point, Ui may receive multiple requests
from different DUs. Similarly, among different requests, Ui
will accept the one with the highest payoff for itself. If Ui
accepts Dj’s request, they will form a match and quit the
game. Otherwise,Dj will markUi as ‘‘rejected’’ to ensure not
sending repeated requests to Ui again, and then sends request
to some other CU instead. As shown in Figure 3, this process
between each pair of a CU and a DU can be modeled in the
form of a tree.

FIGURE 3. Example of an extensive game between an arbitrary pair of CU
and DU.

In this work, we denote the two actions of a CU, accept
or not accept a request from a specific DU, as a1 and a2
respectively, and the two actions of a DU, send or not send
request to a specific CU as b1 and b2 respectively. Then the
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payoff of each action is marked as P(a1),P(a2),P(b1),P(b2),
respectively. A DU Dj will send the request to Ui, if P(b1)|ij
is higher than P(b2)|ij, where P(b2)|ij represents the highest
payoff for Dj if it sends request to any other CUs in the
system. Then the givenUimay accept the request ifP(a1)|ij >
P(a2)|ij, where P(a2)|ij represents the highest payoff for Ui
if it accepts any other requests that has been received from
other DUs at the same time point. Otherwise, the request will
be rejected. Then this iteration is done, resulting in either
a successful or an unsuccessful match between Ui and Dj.
The CUs (or DUs) that are not successfully matched with
any other DUs (or CUs) will participate in the next matching
iteration.

C. CALCULATION OF THE GAME PAYOFF
Specifically, we calculate the payoff for each action in Fig-
ure 3 as follows. For Ui, the payoff of the action a1 is its
SC improvement (i.e. gain Gij) introduced by allowing Dj to
share its channel, when compared to its original SC with no
DUs sharing its channel:

P(a1)|ij = Gij = SCUi,Dj − SCUi . (7)

The payoff of action a2 is its maximum SC improvement if
it accepts the request from any other DUs that wants to share
its channel at a given moment τ (e.g. at the current iteration):

P(a2)|ij = max
m

(Gim)|τ , m 6= j, (8)

where m represents the indices of the non-matched DUs.
For Dj, the payoff of action b1 is its SC when it is allowed

to access the channel of Ui:

P(b1)|ij = SCDj,Ui . (9)

The payoff of action b2 is player Dj’s maximum SC that
can be achieved when connecting with any other possible
non-matched CUs:

P(b2)|ij = max
n

(SCDj,Un ) |
∑
m
kn,m=0, n 6= i. (10)

In addition, for all the payoff values we implement the
following function:

P(X )|ij = max(P(X )|ij, 0), (11)

where X denotes the possible actions of both Ui and Dj,
max(P(X )|ij, 0) is the maximum value between P(X )|ij and 0.
It indicates that a user’s payoff will be set as 0 if it is negative.
Then we define the condition of matching as follows.
Definition 1: Condition of Matching: If and only if

P(a1)|ij > P(a2)|ij, P(b1)|ij > P(b2)|ij, and at the same
time P(a1)|ij > 0, users Ui and Dj are matched and the
corresponding value in matrix K is set as 1 (i.e. ki,j = 1).

D. AN ITERATIVE MATCHING PROCESS
In this section, we summarize the detailed procedure of the
proposed algorithm, which is an iterative matching process.
In particular, the input values for the algorithm are SCUi ,
SCDj,Ui and SCUi,Dj for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,N , j = 1, 2, . . . ,M ,

Procedure 1 Optimization Algorithm Procedure (DU side)
1: Find the input values of SCDj,Ui for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,N ,
j = 1, 2, . . . ,M

2: Take a non-matched Dj as an example, where j =
1, 2, . . . ,M //the further actions are taken by all Dj at
the same time

3: Find
N

max
i=1

(SCDj,Ui )|
∑
m
ki,m=0

4: if The corresponding Ui is already marked as sent then
5: Exclude it from current iteration
6: Recalculate

N
max
i=1

(SCDj,Ui )|
∑
m
ki,m=0

7: end if
8: The given Dj sends the request to the corresponding Ui.

This Ui is marked as sent
9: Find the specific P(b1)|ij and P(b2)|ij

which can either be obtained by the CUs and DUs themselves
or be provided by the BS. Please note that each CU (or
DU) only needs to know its own SC for matching or not
matching with any specific DU (or CU). They do not have
to know the SC for other users. Then the CUs and DUs will
launch an extensive game to match each other. Specifically,
the matching is done through iterations, where each iteration
contains two time points (i.e. steps) in the extensive game.

In step 1, all the non-matched DUs will launch the game
by deciding which CU to send the request to. For each
non-matched Dj|∑

n
kn,j=0, it calculates its maximum payoff

(i.e. SC) when matching with any of the non-matched CUs

as
N

max
i=1

(SCDj,Ui )|
∑
m
ki,m=0. After that each Dj sends only one

request to the corresponding CU that may enable its maxi-
mum payoff (e.g. Ui), and marks this CU as ‘‘sent’’. Please
note that this will guarantee that the second part of the
matching condition (i.e. P(b1)|ij > P(b2)|ij) is satisfied. The
procedure is shown in the Procedure 1.

In step 2, CUs will make their decisions about accepting or
rejecting requests that they have received in step 1. Please
note that it is possible for some CUs to not receive any
requests, indicating that all the DUs decide to perform b2
in their one-to-one game with these CUs at this iteration.
In this case, these CUs, which are not matched with any DU,
will have to perform a2 to all DUs. On the other hand, CUs,
that receive one or several requests, make their decisions by
calculating P(a1)|ij and P(a2)|ij and check if the first and the
third parts of the matching condition (i.e. P(a1)|ij > P(a2)|ij
and P(a1)|ij > 0) are satisfied. If yes, Ui will accept the
request from Dj and reject all other requests. This way, Ui
and Dj will be matched and leave the game. The value of ki,j
will be set as 1. Other DUs that are not matched will wait for
the next iteration.

In the next iteration, only the non-matched CUs and DUs
will continue participating the game. The DUs will expand
their extensive game tree by sending a request to another
non-matched CU. Please note that a CU receiving one or
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Procedure 2 Optimization Algorithm Procedure (CU side)
1: Find the input values of SCUi and SCUi,Dj for all i =

1, 2, . . . ,N , j = 1, 2, . . . ,M
2: bmatch = true
3: while bmatch == true do
4: Take a non-matched Ui as an example. //the further

actions are taken by all Ui at the same time
5: if Ui received at least one request from any Dj then
6: for each requested Dj do
7: Find P(a1)|ij and P(a2)|ij
8: if The condition of matching takes place then
9: ki,j is set to 1
10: The givenUi andDj are added to the matrix K .

Both of users finish the game.
11: end if
12: end for
13: end if
14: if No more matches are established then

bmatch = false
15: end if
16: end while

multiple requests will always choose the best one to match
and leave the game, unless none of the requests can result
in a positive payoff. As a result, if a DU has sent request to
a specific CU already but got rejected, it will not send any
further requests to the same CU again. Such design can help
us greatly reduce repetitive negotiation steps. The proposed
algorithm stops when no further matching can be found. The
procedure of step 2 is shown in the Procedure 2.

E. ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Compared to other schemes, one of the main advantages of
the proposed algorithm is that the resource allocation process
is done in a distributed way. It means that the BS does not
perform heavy computations. Instead, these computations are
performed simultaneously by each individual CU and DU.
Specifically, for each DU, before sending matching requests
to CUs, it needs to calculate and rank its possible SCs when
matching with each CU. The computational complexity of
such process is O(N ). Moreover, this value is fixed and
doesn’t depend on the algorithm’s iterations number. On
the other hand, for each CU, after it receives at least one
request from DUs, it needs to compare its possible SCs when
matching with each of the requesting DUs. In the extreme
case, a CUmay receive requests from all DUs, which requires
O(M ) SC calculations. Such extreme case may only occur
when all the D2D pairs are located densely and close to one
CU, which is very rare. The average computational complex-
ity of that process is O(M/N ) per one iteration, if we assume
that DUs and CUs are uniformly located in the cell. Please
note that, if a CU receives multiple valid requests, it will
choose one to match and quit the game, leading to no further
computation. Otherwise, if a CU receives no request in one

iteration, it does not need to perform any computation but
continues participating in the next iteration. Thus, the total
computational complexity for both CU and DU is O(N +
M/N ) on average per one iteration, and the overall compu-
tational complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(N +M ).
That is the extreme case that occurs when the algorithm needs
to be run N iterations in order to match the last CU.
Meanwhile, the computational complexity of KM algo-

rithm in [23] is O(NM2), since the BS performs all the com-
putations. The computational capacity of the secrecy-based
scheme in [25] is O(N ) for CU side and O(MN ) for DU
side. In other words, the overall computation complexity
of that algorithm is O(N + MN ). Given that, our proposed
algorithm has the lowest computational complexity and can
be implemented easily into the cellular network.

V. SIMULATION
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
To evaluate the results of the proposed algorithm, simulation
in MATLAB is performed. In particular, we model the cel-
lular network as a square region [1000m × 1000m], where
both the horizontal and vertical axes range from 0m to 1000m.
The base station is located in the center of the area at [500m,
500m]. We assume that the eavesdropper prefers to stay close
to the center for better signal reception, and therefore simulate
its location as a uniformly distributed random variable with
50m radius away from the BS. Cellular and D2D users are
randomly placed inside the cellular area with a uniform dis-
tribution (as random placement is the standard way of simula-
tion in wireless communications). Specifically, for each D2D
user pair, the transmitter’s location is determined first, and the
receiver’s location is then determined at a random location
with a fixed radius from the transmitter. The signal propa-
gation for all the links is simulated using Rayleigh fading
model with Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with
zero mean. Other simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.

B. COMPARISON SCHEMES
The proposed resource sharing algorithm is compared to
four algorithms. The first one, named random assignment,
represents a naive solution that randomly assigns DUs to
CUs. Please note, even for this random assignment algorithm,
the matching between a pair of DU and CU may fail if such
match leads to negative SC for either the CU or DU. Further-
more, two state-of-the-art researches are also implemented
for comparison. One is the KM algorithm proposed in [23],
where the authors propose to build a weighted bipartite graph
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and use the CU’s SC values as the weights for each matching
edge. The other one is a secrecy-based access control scheme
proposed in [25]. Although the authors in that paper also
consider the coalition formation game, we only focus on the
access control scheme, since it uses one-to-one matching.

In addition, the proposed algorithm is also compared to
the Gale-Shapley (GS) algorithm, which is a well-known
algorithm to address the stable marriage problem [31]. This
algorithm wasn’t applied for resource sharing in D2D com-
munication before, but it was applied for that in other fields,
for example in [32]. The stable marriage problem aims to
identify a stable matching between nodes from two different
sets, with each node’s matching preferences given, which is
very similar to our problem. However, these two algorithms
are very different in the following aspects. First, the GS
algorithm is mainly effective when the two sets have exactly
the same number of nodes, which is not the case inmost of our
scenarios. Second, the GS algorithm assumes that all nodes
would rather be paired with an arbitrary node than not paired,
even if the paired node ranks the lowest on their preference
list. However, in our scenario, a CU may not want to pair
with a DU if such pairing makes its SC value negative. Third,
the computational complexity of the GS algorithm can be
very high since even the paired nodes will not leave the game
but stay to participate in the future matching in case they can
find a better partner. It may lead to significantly larger number
of iterations. In order to compare the proposed algorithmwith
the GS algorithm, we have slightly revised the GS algorithm
so that it takes into account the value of SC, and there will be
no matching of users in case of a negative SC. Such revisions
will help the GS algorithm perform better in our scenario.

VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme mainly based on the total system secrecy capacity,
the ratio of successfully matched CUs and their cumulative
distribution over iterations.

A. TOTAL SYSTEM SECRECY CAPACITY
We have conducted three sets of experiments to evaluate
the total system secrecy capacity achieved by different algo-
rithms under the influence of various environmental settings.
Specifically, we have investigated the impact of (1) the num-
ber of CUs, DUs and their ratio, (2) the propagation loss
factor, and (3) the distance between each D2D pair, in three
sets of experiments respectively.

1) IMPACT OF USERS NUMBER
In the first set of experiments, we dynamically adjust the
number of CUs and DUs while fixing the propagation loss
factor and the distance between each D2D pair as 3m and
20m, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, there are four subplots, representing cellu-
lar network with fixed number of CUs as 10, 20, 30 and
40, respectively. The five curves in each subplot repre-
sent the proposed resource allocation algorithm (PA), the

FIGURE 4. Total system secrecy capacity at different number of CUs.

KM algorithm in [23] (KM), the secrecy-based access control
scheme in [25] (SB), the Gale-Shapley algorithm (GS), and
the random assignment algorithm (RA), respectively.

From Figure 4, we can observe consistent trend across all
the four subplots. That is, when the number of CUs is fixed,
the decrease of the ratio of CUs over DUs (i.e. the increase
of DUs in the system) leads to higher system SC. This vali-
dates the effectiveness of improving system SC by introduc-
ing D2D communications. In addition, the proposed scheme
achieves the highest overall system SC when compared to
other schemes. This is because the proposed scheme aims to
maximize the SC for the entire cellular network. Competing
algorithms, specifically, KM and SB, on the contrary, match
DUswith CUs only if that results inmaximal SC for CUs. The
random assignment scheme yields the worst SC among all
schemes as it does not consider SC at all during its matching
process. Moreover, these curves are not linearly decreasing
with the decrease of DUs, because when the CU/DU ratio
is decreased, on average, each CU has fewer options when
choosing the best DU to match, leading to a slight drop of the
system SC.

2) IMPACT OF PROPAGATION LOSS FACTOR
In this set of experiments, we aim to evaluate the dependency
of the total system SC on the propagation loss factor α for
different algorithms at the fixed number of CUs and DUs.
The results are shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, the x-axis represents the propagation loss
factor α, and the y-axis represents the total system secrecy
capacity. As we can see from the Figure 5, increasing the
propagation loss factor from 2 to 3 leads to the increase of
the total system SC up to its maximum value for all the five
resource sharing algorithms. The further increase of α leads
to the decrease of the total system SC. This is due to the
achievement of an optimal system status when considering
both the information communication among legitimate users
and the information that can be retrieved by the eavesdropper.
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FIGURE 5. Total system secrecy capacity at different α.

More specifically, when α is larger, the propagation medium
is worse, leading to higher information propagation loss
between legitimate users (i.e. from CU to BS, or from D2D
transmitter to D2D receiver), which on the other hand, also
prevents eavesdroppers from retrieving more information.
When α is smaller, the propagation medium is closer to free
space, which does not only help information propagate freely
between legitimate users, but also benefits the eavesdropper
in terms of retrieving more information. In our experiments,
the optimal system SC is achieved when α = 3. Regardless
of the propagation loss factor value, the proposed scheme
always outperforms the other algorithms in terms of overall
system SC. Such results demonstrate consistent effectiveness
of the proposed scheme in different environments.

3) IMPACT OF D2D USERS DISTANCE
In the third set of experiments, we evaluate the dependency
of the total system secrecy capacity on the D2D pair distance
for different algorithms, when there are N = 20 andM = 40
users in the network and the propagation loss factor is 3. The
results are shown in Figure 6.

As we can see from the Figure 6, increasing the D2D pair
distance leads to the decrease of the total system secrecy
capacity, as the DU transmitter and its receiver become more
distant from each other. Nevertheless, regardless of the D2D
pair distance value, the proposed algorithm always achieves
higher total system SC when compared to other resource
sharing algorithms.

B. RATIO OF SUCCESSFULLY MATCHED CELLULAR USERS
In addition to the overall system secrecy capacity, we also
investigate the ratio of matched CUs when different schemes
are applied. In Figure 7, we illustrate the ratio of successfully
matchedCUswhen the number ofDUs in the cellular network
increases.

From Figure 7, we can observe that these five schemes
achieve similar ratio of matched pairs, especially when the
total number of DUs is large. When the DU number is

FIGURE 6. Total system secrecy capacity at different D2D pair distance.

FIGURE 7. Ratio of successfully matched CUs at N = 10.

small, indicating less choices for CUs, the KM algorithm
outperforms all other schemes and achieves the highest ratio
of matched CUs. Compared to the KM algorithm, although
the proposed scheme achieves less number of matched CUs,
its high overall SC indicates that the matching mechanism
is more efficient. That is, the matched CUs and DUs can
achieve higher overall SC. Please note that even the random
assignment algorithm cannot match all CUs because any
matching that leads to negative SC will be rejected.

C. CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF SUCCESSFULLY
MATCHED CELLULAR USERS OVER ITERATIONS
In this set of experiments, we investigate the cumulative
distribution of successfully matched CUs along the iteration
number they were matched at, i.e. what is the increase in
successfully matched CUs per each iteration of the algorithm.
We set number of CUs as 20 and number of DUs as 100. The
experiments results are shown in Figure 8.

As can be seen from Figure 8, the proposed algorithm is
very efficient in terms of iterations number, as it could match
most of the CUs during first 3 iterations. Similarly, the GS
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FIGURE 8. Cumulative distribution of successfully matched CUs.

algorithm can also match user pairs efficiently in the first
few iterations. However, the GS algorithm completes all the
matching at the 51st iteration, as it attempts to find the best
DU for every CU, which leads to the case that even paired
CUs and DUs can stay in the system to participate in the later
matching iterations. Furthermore, the other two algorithms
(i.e. the KM algorithm and the secrecy-based access control
algorithm) show approximately the same number of matched
CUs per iteration, that is one per iteration on average, result-
ing in more iterations to finish the matching algorithm. Com-
pared to these two algorithms, the proposed algorithm can
match several CUs during one iteration, because the DUs
can send requests simultaneously and several of them can be
matched at the same time.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we formulate the secure resource allocation
between CUs and DUs as an optimization problem, which is
resolved through an extensive game-based scheme. The sim-
ulation results show that introducing D2D users into a cellular
network can significantly increase the system secrecy capac-
ity, and the proposed algorithm outperforms the four dif-
ferent comparison schemes. Several interesting works could
be investigated in future work. For example, how to char-
acterize the secrecy capacity of the system in the presence
of D2D communications in more complex scenarios, such
as devices with multi-antennas, full-duplex mode channel
sharing, dynamic transmit power adjustment, multiple-to-
multiple users matching. Also, when CUs, DUs or the eaves-
dropper has high mobility, how to extend this work is worthy
of further investigation.
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